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 FROM THE DESK OF THE EDITOR

Islam has adopted the most beautiful method to put the Muslims on the basis of  
moral values. Islam exhorts the people to truthfulness, honesty, patience and politeness 
and restrains them from forgery and creating discord.

Similarly, it exhorts them to help the poor and restrains them from doing injustice, 
encroaching upon the rights of  others and collecting money through unlawful means.

As it has enjoined prayers, fasting and pilgrimage, it has prescribed zakat also as a 
compulsory meritorious act, to implement its policy of  helping the poor. All these laws 
represent the moral injunctions of  Islam and aim at the moral uplift of  the Muslims.

The role of  the individual in Islam is not limited to fulfilling the five pillars. The 
Muslim in an Islamic community has a greater responsibility than is usually understood. 
All of  a Muslim’s activities in life are included as acts of  worship depending upon 
the intention underlying them. Nothing is required from a Muslim beyond service to 
Allah, The Almighty, and nothing is accepted from him, which is not a service.

Every individual’s responsibilities fall into two parts: his responsibility to adhere 
to the teachings of  Islam and his responsibility to enjoin good and forbid evil – which 
is social reform. There is a reason why enjoining good and forbidding wrong comes 
first. It emphasizes the Muslim’s duty and implies faith can only be realized by certain 
actions, which maintains a relationship between the individual and society.

In this issue of   Memon Alam, we have tried to highlight the Role of  Memon 
Community and their contribution in serving the humanity. Hayya Alal Falah, come 
to success, and serving and helping the humanity is part of  successful life. Memon 
community  are generally well-known for their Philanthropy, trade and business 
acumen. But the role that Memon Community has been is remarkable in all the fields 
of  human interests.

Besides the Memons Individuals are holding key posts in diplomatic missions, 
religious organizations, universities ,law courts, national assemblies, parliaments of  
countries and government and non-government agencies. There are countless number 
of  professionals such as bankers, chartered accountants, engineers, doctors,architects, 
lawyers, IT Cosultants, software engineers, educationists, journalists, authors, poets, 
stage artists and many more.

In our next issue, we will be highlighting role of  Memon Women in various fields 
that is marvelous too and is not commonly known.

The role of  the Memon Community in the success of  humanity is a vast topic,we 
have tried to cover basic traits in this issue.

At WMO, our aim is to unite, uphold and uplift the Memon community and spread  and 
fulfil the messege of Hayya Alal Falah through WMO Education for All, and Higher Educational 
Scholarships, Rehabilitation, Census, MITI, Micro Finance & Rozgar Scheme and all other 
activities have the aim to serve the community.

We hope that this issue of  Memon Alam will give the members of  the memon 
Community especially our future generations to follow the footsteps of  their forefathers 
and continue the legacy.

Pir Muhammad A. Kaliya
Chief  Editor
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“Not alike are the dwellers of  the Fire 
and the dwellers of  the Paradise.  It is the 
dwellers of  Paradise that will be successful.” 
(Quran 59:20)

Allah tells us in the Quran that the 
inhabitants of  the fire and the inhabitants of  
the garden are not alike.  It is those who live in 
the garden that are the achievers, they are the 
successful ones. A good end that culminates 
in an eternal home of  bliss is the reward for 
a successful life. How then do we define a 
successful life? Is it riches beyond compare, 
or perhaps good health, some might argue it 
is happiness or a stress free existence.  Just 
how does Islam define success?

How is success defined?
Google defines success as the 

accomplishment of  an aim or a purpose.  
It says that its opposite is failure; failure to 
accomplish the aim or purpose. In these 
times we are inclined to think of  success as a 
spacious house, an overseas holiday or fame.  
People work hard for these small successes 
and they are not to be trivialised however 
such success is transient.  As the saying goes, 
you can’t take it with you and Islam tells us, 
the only things you can take with you to the 
grave are your deeds.  Prophet Muhammad 
said, “Three things follow the dead person 
to his grave, two of  which return and one of  
which remains with him.  His family, money 
and deeds accompany him [to the grave], 
then his family and wealth return, and his 
deeds stay with him. 

“Everyone shall taste death.  And only 
on the Day of  resurrection shall you be paid 
your wages in full.  And whoever is removed 
away from the fire and admitted to Paradise, 
he indeed is successful. The life of  this world is 
only a deceiving thing.” (Quran 3:185)

In his traditions Prophet Muhammad 
(S.A.W) tells us that, the one who has 
accepted Islam is successful, the one who 
has been provided with sufficient for his 
wants and is content with what Allah has 
given him is successful.

Submitting to the will of  Allah makes a 

person successful. This does not necessarily 
mean that one is rich or healthy or even 
constantly happy. 

With the acceptance of  Islam comes 
great responsibility, we are now responsible 
for our own happiness and for our own 
success.  And success, as we are beginning 
to discover is the ultimate prize.  If  we are 
judged successful Jannah becomes our 
eternal abode; health, wealth and happiness 
now become eternal.  Success in Islam is 
defined as achieving the ultimate result, or 
Jannah.  Whatever success we achieve along 
the way whether it is financial, health related 
or a satisfying lifestyle is finite.  It will come 
to an end. 

Hayya Alal Falah
The Arabic word for success is falah, it 

is a word that Muslims of  all ethnicities are 
familiar with.  They hear it every day in the 
call to prayer.  “…hayya  ‘alal-falah!”  Hurry 
to success.  Come to prayer, come to success.  
This is what the words of  the call are saying 
to the believers.  You will find success in the 
prayer, in maintaining your connection to 
Allah.  Interestingly the same root fa-la-ha 
gives us the Arabic word for farmer - fallah.  
How do we know if  a farmer is successful? 
He has abundant crops and healthy livestock.  
But the farmer has very little control over his 
efforts and his labour; he plants the seeds, 
tills the soil, and tends to his livestock.  Then 
however he must put his trust in Allah, for he 
has no control over the weather.  His success 
as a farmer is determined by Allah power 

Success in Islam
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over all things.  Floods and drought, winds 
and rain, even his own health and the health 
of  his plants and livestock could affect his 
success. 

Could we then say that the definition of  
success includes putting one’s trust in Allah? 
Make an effort, do what is required and leave 
the outcome to Allah. Prophet Muhammad 
(S.A.W) explains to the believers that all 
their affairs are amazing.  He said, “How 
wonderful is the affair of  the believer, for 
his affairs are all good, and this applies to 
no one but the believer. If  something good 
happens to him, he is thankful for it and that 
is good for him.   If  something bad happens 
to him, he bears it with patience and that is 
good for him.” Thus when one devotes his 
life to pleasing Allah by submitting to His 
will, this saying takes on even more layers of  
meaning.  Completely trusting Allah means 
that there is no failure.  Thus minor setbacks 
and difficulties are just a small glitch on the 
road to ultimate success.

What about outcomes that this worldly 
life considers to be failures.  What if  you lose 
your livelihood, or your spouse? What if  you 
are not recognised as the good person you 
are striving to be.  None of  this has the least 
bit of  influence on whether or not you are 
ultimately successful.   What is taken into 
account is how you react and how you face 
life’s challenges.   A person is successful and 
on the road to the ultimate success because 
of  his attitude, his intention, and his ability 
to trust Allah’s promise.

“He will indeed be successful who purifies 
his ownself, and he will indeed fail who corrupts 
his ownself.” (Quran 91:9-10)

“And my success cannot come from any 
source besides Allah. I have put my trust in 
Him.” (Quran 11:88)

Allah tells us throughout the Quran 
when we are successful and how to be 
successful.  He also tells us when we are 
failing, when we are in fact loosing or in 
loss.  In chapter 103 of  the Quran, Allah 
Almighty swears by time that all of  us are 
losers unless we do four things; believe, 
do good, teach each other the truth and 
encourage one another to be patient.

“By Al-Asr (the time).  Verily, man is in 
loss.  Except those who believe and do righteous 
good deeds, and recommend one another to the 
truth and recommend one another to patience.” 
(Quran 103)

Now we will look at the various ways 
to achieve success.  Remember that it is the 
ultimate success that we are striving for and 
Allah Himself, through the Quran and the 
noble life of  Prophet Muhammad(S.A.W), 
has given us the real recipe for success.

The Ultimate Success is yours 
for the Taking

Islam is concerned with the ultimate 
success.  Eternal Paradise is the ultimate 
success just as the fire of  Hell is the ultimate 
failure.  There are many ways to achieving a 
favourable outcome for Allah has promised 
Paradise to those who obey Him. To them He 
promises serenity, contentment, happiness 
and peace of  mind.  This however does not 
mean that these things cannot be achieved 
in this life as well as eternally.  A good life 
is possible for those who look to Allah, 
the Quran and the authentic traditions of  
Prophet Muhammad(S.A.W) for guidance.  
Success is easily attainable and today we 

will discuss a few ways that we can achieve 
success in this life and secure the ultimate 
success.

Righteousness
The Prophet Muhammad(S.A.W) left 

us with a very good working definition of  
righteousness.  He said, “…Righteousness is 
that with which the soul is tranquil and the 
heart is tranquil, but sin is that which rouses 
suspicion in the soul and is perplexing in the 
breast, even if  people give you a decision in its 
favour.” One of  the things that we as human 
being define as success is the ability to sleep 
well at night, to live with a clear conscience 
and here we see that righteousness provides 
this.  Righteousness includes following the 
commandments of  Allah, striving to do all 
acts of  worship including prayer, charity and 
fasting with a good intention and a sincere 
heart.  

“Whoever works righteousness — 
whether male or female — while he (or she) is a 
true believer verily, to him We will give a good 
life (in this world with respect, contentment 
and lawful provision), and We shall pay them 
certainly a reward in proportion to the best 
of  what they used to do (i.e. Paradise in the 
Hereafter).” (Quran 16:97)

Kindness
A true believer is known for his or 

her kind demeanour.  They strive to see the 
good in everything and everyone.  They are 
the first to give from that which they love to 
those less fortunate or in need.  A believer 
is thus always ready to assist other people 
in need of  his help with a true spirit of  
kindness.

“No good is there in much of  their private 
conversation, except for those who enjoin 
charity or that which is right or conciliation 
between people. And he who does this, seeking 
the good Pleasure of  Allah, We shall give him 
a great reward” (Quran 4:114)

Allah is kind; He multiplies the reward 
for good deeds and forgives bad deeds.  
Prophet Muhammad(S.A.W) said that Allah 
has decreed both good deeds and bad deeds, 
however whoever intends to do a good deed 
then does not do it, Allah will write it down 
as one complete good deed; if  he intends to 
do it then he does it, then Allah will write 
it down as between ten and seven hundred 
good deeds, or more.  Whoever intends to 
do a bad deed, and then he does not do it, 
Allah will write it down as one complete 
good deed; if  he intends to do it then he 
does it, Allah will write it down as one bad 
deed. One whose good deeds are multiplied 
is indeed successful.
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Remembering Allah
One of  the easiest ways of  feeling 

content and relaxed is to remember Allah. 
It relieves stress and worry and leaves a 
person focussed on the true purpose of  life, 
which of  course we understand is to worship 
Allah in everything that we do.  However 
the human condition is not always peaceful, 
anxiety can touch us at any moment, and we 
have no control over that.  We do however 
have control over our reaction.  If  we react 
by turning to Allah, remembering that He 
has many attributes and names that we can 
call Him by we will successfully navigate 
life’s thoroughfare.   

“Verily, in the remembrance of  Allah do 
hearts find rest” (Quran13:28)

Trusting Allah
“And whosoever puts his trust in Allah, 

then He will suffice him” (Quran 65:3)

The path to success can be found in 
putting our trust in Allah.  When we accept 
that Allah has control over all things and 
that He wants us to gain the ultimate success 
we can begin to relax and perhaps find 
success in our worldly lives as well.   Allah 
wants what is best for us; if  we do what is 
right, yet things do not go according to our 
plan it doesn’t mean that we have failed, it 
means that Allah’s plan for us is not quite 

the same as the future we had envisaged.   At 
this point, we must learn to trust Allah.

“If  Allah helps you, none can overcome 
you; and if  He forsakes you, who is there after 
Him that can help you?  And in Allah (Alone) 
let believers put their trust.” (Quran 3:160)

A Final Word on Failure
If something bad happens, if things don’t 

go according to plan it is not necessarily a sign 
of failure.  Right attitude and action will help 
one cope with the situation in the best possible 
way and in the end remember it is the ultimate 
success (Paradise) that really matters.  Allah 
has promised that the one who dies whilst 
following His path will be the successful.  If  

something unpleasant happens or a calamity 
befalls a person, he should not say “If only I 
had done such and such, this would not have 
happened to me” or “If only I had not done 
such and such, this would not have happened 
to me,” as this is a sign of not having patience 
in accepting what has been missed and cannot 
be regained, and is indicative of not having the 
correct understanding of belief in the divine will 
and decree of Allah. These negative thoughts 
cause pain and allow Satan to gain power over a 
person through thoughts of failure and worries.  
Prophet Muhammad said: “The strong believer 
is better and more beloved to Allah than the 
weak believer, although both are good.  Strive to 
do that which will benefit you and seek the help 
of Allah, and do not feel helpless.  If anything 
befalls you, do not say ‘If only I had done (such 
and such), then such and such would have 
happened,’ rather say: ‘Allah has decreed and 
what He wills He does,’ for ‘if only’ opens the 
door to the work of the Satan.”

Islam guides to a straight path that 
can lead to success in this world and the 
hereafter.  However it is clear that the religion 
of  Islam encourages the believers to strive 
for success in the hereafter because that is 
what our creator Allah calls the supreme or 
the ultimate success.

“And whoever is removed away from the 
Fire and admitted to Paradise, he indeed is 
successful”. (Quran 3:185)
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The Wikipedia defines  Muazzin 
as the person appointed at a 
mosque to recite the Adhan, 

the call to Salah (Prayer).  The Muazzin’s 
post is an important one, as he is the one 
responsible for each call to prayer. The 
community depends on him for accurate 
prayer schedules. Historically, a Muazzin 
would have recited the Adhan or call 
to prayer by the minarets in order to be 
heard by those around the mosque.

Muezzin is the person  who calls 
every Muslim to prayer five times a 
day and recites Hayalalfallah, Come to 
Success. If  you want to succeed in life and 
after-life, you must attend this call. If  a 
muslim attends the call for Fajr Prayers, 
he will get the Blessings of  Allah ,from 
the starting of  the day. Procrastination is 
deadly enemy in the way of  success and 
this is a simple way to defeat this obstacle 
in success, and then Zuhr, Asar, Maghrib 
and Isha.

Almighty Allah is Great and Islam 
is the best Religion and is closest to 

Human Nature. Every Namaz has its own 
blessings. As Muslims, we do not need any 
scientific justification or advantages to say 
our prayers. Our Prayers should be said 
because Allah SWT has all the Attributes 
that demands a man to show his humility 
and seek shelter in Almighty’s blessings. 

IMPORTANCE OF SALAT:
Namaz indeed keeps you away from 

bad, and makes you a full human being. 
- Al Quran

Between a Muslim a khafir(non 
believer) the difference is namaz. -  Al 
Quran

SPIRITUAL BLESSINGS OF 
ISLAM 

Source: www.whyislam.org
Prayer, or Salat, was made obligatory 

for all Muslims, whether they be rich 
or poor, strong or weak, black or white, 
male or female. Prayer allows the believer 
to enrich their spirituality and cultivate 

the soul’s right to love and worship the 
Creator, Allah.

“Verily, I am Allah! There is none 
worthy of  worship but I, so worship 
Me and offer prayer perfectly for My 
remembrance.” – Al Quran, Taha, 13-14

The importance of  prayer is 
conveyed constantly in the Quran and was 
also stressed by the Prophet Muhammad 
(P.B.U.H.): “Know that among your 
duties, prayer is foremost”.

The performance of  prayer five times 
a day is considered vital to attain success 
in this life and the hereafter. Following 
the testimony of  faith, performance of  
the prayers at their correct times and 
completeness in bowings, prostrations and 
humility, will guarantee forgiveness from 
Allah and an everlasting place in paradise. 
Muslims believe that the first matter that 
they will be brought to account for on the 
Day of  Judgment is the Prayer. If  it is 
sound, then the rest of  their deeds will be 
sound. And if  it is bad, then the rest of  his 
deeds will be bad.

Muazzin - The Man 
behind our Success 
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Prayer provides a constant reminder 
of  the essence of  our creation and provides 
a direct connection to Allah, who linked 
success and felicity to humility in prayer. 
It emphasizes the proximity between 
religion and daily life. Life, from an 
Islamic standpoint, is to be directed to 
Allah. Life is an opportunity for worship 
and the remembrance of  Allah. Praying 
repeatedly throughout the day and 
interrupting the daily activities brings 
about the realization of  this concept. 
The believer, through prayer, acquires a 
spiritual awareness that he takes with him 
throughout all of  life’s endeavors.

Prayer purifies the heart and truly, 
through Prayer, a believer attains spiritual 
devotion and moral elevation. Prayer not 
only gives a deep connection with God, 
but in prayer one establishes patience, 
humility and sincerity. Prayer provides a 
means of  repentance and is a restrainer 
from shameful and unjust deeds. This is 
portrayed through the following saying of  
the Prophet Muhammad (P.B.U.H.).

“If  a person had a stream outside 
his door and he bathed in it five times 
a day, do you think he would have any 
filth left on him?” The people said, “No 
filth would remain on him whatsoever.” 
The Prophet (peace be upon him) then 
said, “That is like the five daily prayers: 
Allah wipes away the sins by them.” - Al-
Bukhari and Muslim

Praying five times a day engages 
the believer in constant remembrance 
of  Allah and keeps him away from any 
unjust deeds and leads him only to deeds 
that will earn the pleasure of  God. It is 
through prayer that one really finds inner 
peace and fulfillment. It is also a source 
of  patience, courage, hope, confidence, 
inner peace, stability, equality, unity and 
an expression of  thankfulness to Allah.

MEDICAL BENEFITS OF 
SALAT

Source: Saudi Gazette
Different postures of  Salat: In every 

posture there are certain health benefits, 
for example, bowing position tones 
stomach muscles, abdomen and kidneys 
and the spine becomes supple and flexible, 
while the spinal nerves are nourished. 
In doing Sujud, there is less chance of  
getting headache, spasms, aches, etc. 
due to the fact that the electrostatic 
charges are dissipated and discharged. 
SALAT has been made compulsory on 
all believers in all situations. It is an 
activity which cannot be neglected under 
any circumstance. This obligation on 
us should not be regarded as a burden, 

but rather it should be cherished and 
appreciated.

The Arabic word “Salah,” doesn’t 
only mean “prayer,” because “pray” 
basically means to address a prayer to 
God or another deity, according to the 
Oxford dictionary. “Salah,” is a word 
with a broad meaning, which doesn’t only 
mean prayer, but also means goodness, 
righteousness and godliness. In Salah, 
we not only ask from Allah but we also 
thank Him, praise Him and at the same 
time receive guidance from Him. Salah 
in the true sense is programming or 
conditioning.

The prayer conditions us to stay away 
from forbidden and shameful actions, 
and encourages us to do righteous and 
sensible deeds. Since we humans have 
limited free will, this conditioning will 
help us and enable us to stay away from 
forbidden things, and enjoin on what is 
not forbidden. A healthy body requires 
three meals a day. Similarly, the spiritual 
soul requires five times Salah a day.

Besides attaining spiritual 
upliftment from performing one’s 
Salat, one may also gain many physical 
and psychological benefits. Prophet 
Muhammad (peace be upon him) is 
recorded in a Hadith (Ibn Majah) 
stating that prayer is a cure for many 
diseases. The wisdom in this claim 
can be understood when assessing the 
physical benefits of  the act of  prayer.

The process of  performing Salat 
expects certain movements and actions, 
these actions performed at least five 
times a day have been found to equate to 
jogging or walking at a rate of  three miles 
an hour.

This is a basic level of  exercise 
strongly advocated by doctors and 
members of  the medical fraternity on 
a whole. The importance of  exercise is 
undeniable, with potential benefits to 
the cardiac, respiratory, skeletal and 
muscular system. The dynamics of  Salat 
contribute to the improvement of  all of  
these systems, with specific emphasis on 
the muscular and cardiac systems. Before 
we delve into a detailed discussion, it 
needs to be noted that the purpose of  
performing Salat should not be to obtain 
health benefits, but rather to fulfill a 
religious requirement. The fact that there 
are physical benefits associated with 
prayer comes as a blessing.

In Salah, when we perform Ruku, 
that is bowing down, extra blood flows 
into the upper part of  the body. The 
spine becomes supple and flexible, while 
the spinal nerves are nourished. This 
relieves backache and pain. This is a 

good posture for reducing flatulence. This 
action stretches the lower back, thighs, 
and calves while blood gets pumped into 
the upper torso. Bowing position tones 
stomach muscles, abdomen and kidneys. 
When we come back to the standing 
position (after Ruku), the blood which 
has entered into the upper part of  the 
body, comes back to normal and the body 
is relaxed. As a result, this blood carries 
away toxins and releases tension.

When we do Sujud, which is 
basically the prostration to the ground 
with eight parts of  the body touching the 
floor, the forehead on the ground which 
is the best position of  Salat. It is the most 
relevant part of  Salat. Daily, the human 
beings are propounded by electrostatic 
charges from the atmosphere, which 
exudes perspiration in the central nervous 
system which gets super-saturated.

These extra electrostatic charges 
have to be dissipated and discharged, 
otherwise resulting in headache, neck 
ache, muscles spasms, etc. No wonder 
people regularly take tranquillizers 
and drugs to relieve the pain. These 
electrostatic charges are dissipated and 
discharged when the frontal lobe of  the 
brain is put on the ground, in Sujud. 
There is dominance of  the frontal lobe, 
and the thinking capacity of  the brain 
is not on the top of  the brain, but in the 
frontal lobe.

In doing Sujud, there is less chance 
of  getting headache, spasms, aches, etc. 
due to the fact that the electrostatic 
charges are dissipated and discharged.

Moreover, the Sujud allow extra 
blood supply to enter the brain, which 
enables it to become healthier. It also 
has a positive effect on memory, vision, 
hearing, concentration and the psyche. 
In addition, extra blood flows into the 
skin, neck and face which increases 
circulation of  blood of  the skin, 
neck and face, which is very healthy 
especially in cold seasons.

Also, it allows mental toxins to be 
cleaned by blood. This is also very good 
for the brain. This prevents diseases 
such as: Fibromyalgia (Fibrositis) and 
chilblains. During the Sujud, there is 
drainage of  the paranasal sinuses, thus 
there are less chances of  getting sinusitis 
which consists of  inflammation of  the 
linings of  the sinuses that surround the 
nose.

In certain forms of  yoga, some 
adherents stand on their heads for the 
purpose of  blood flowing to the brain, 
which we Muslims have been doing for 
centuries.





 

Seven Habits of  Highly 
Successful Muslim Youth
You cannot escape it. The 

discussion about habits is all 
around you: Mom and Dad 

are constantly telling you to break your 
bad habits; your teachers are telling you 
to develop good habits; your friends are 
pressuring you to adopt their habits; and the 
television and media are influencing you 
to explore new and supposedly cool habits. 
“You will never be successful,” the constant 

refrain goes, “unless you drop your bad 
habits and develop some good habits.” In 
the end, it’s all up to you. You have to decide 
what your habits are going to be. Have you 
given this matter some thought? 

If  you are alive and breathing, you 
should constantly be engaged in an inner 
struggle to develop habits which draw you 
closer to Allah Most High. Success in this 
world is directly related to the strength of  
your relationship with Allah. The farther 
one is from Allah and the teachings of  the 
Prophet Muhammad (peace and blessings 
be upon him), the less likely one is to achieve 
success in this world and, for sure, even less 
likely to achieve success in the hereafter. 
Is it not time for us to reflect upon Islamic 
teachings to discern the necessary habits of  
highly successful Muslim youth?

Here are at least seven habits 
indispensable for highly successful Muslim 
youth, derived entirely from the Qur’an and 
the teachings of  the Prophet Muhammad 
(peace and blessings be upon him).

Be Truthful
Being truthful is not always easy, 

especially when we make a mistake. We 
fret over whether or not to disclose exactly 
what happened. We sweat, we are afraid, 
we feel nervous and anxious. We are often 
afraid that if  we tell the truth about what 
we have done or said, we will be in trouble 
with our parents or friends. What we forget 
is that whether we tell the truth or not, Allah 

Most High knows exactly what took place, 
even those things that were never manifest 
or visible to people around us. Despite how 
burdensome telling the truth might seem, 
all of  us are aware of  the feeling of  relief  
we experience when we tell the truth, even 
if  the consequence of  telling the truth is 
punishment. Casting the telling of  truth and 
the fate of  the truthful in terms of  profit and 
loss, Allah Most High tells us in the Qur’an

[This is a day on which the truthful will 
profit from their truth: theirs are gardens, 
with rivers flowing beneath — their eternal 
Home: Allah well-pleased with them, and they 
with Allah. That is the great salvation, (the 
fulfillment of  all desires).] (Al-Ma’idah 5:119)

So much is to be gained from being 
truthful as opposed to escaping punishment 
or blame because of  not being truthful. 
Not being truthful, in fact, leads us down a 
slippery slope, guaranteeing that with one 
lie, more lies must be told. Being truthful 
is not an option for Muslims, but rather an 
obligation, because our goal in being truthful 
is Paradise. The beloved of  Allah, Prophet 
Muhammad (peace and blessings be upon 
him), said, as narrated by `Abdullah (may 
Allah be pleased with him),

Truthfulness leads to righteousness, 
and righteousness leads to Paradise. And 
a man keeps on telling the truth until he 
becomes a truthful person. Falsehood leads 
to al-fujur [wickedness, evil-doing], and al-
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fujur leads to the (Hell) Fire, and a man may 
keep on telling lies till he is witten before 
Allah, a liar.” (Sahih Bukhari, Book #73, 
Hadith #116)

Ultimate success is therefore achieved 
by living one’s entire life — the youthful 
years, the adult years, and the elderly years 
— being truthful.

Be Trustworthy
Who do you rely on? Of  course, Allah. 

He is indeed the Most Trustworthy. But 
among humans, who do you rely on? Who 
can you trust to come through for you all 
the time? Do people rely on you? Are you 
considered trustworthy?Moving ahead in 
life, achieving ultimate success, requires 
that people consider you trustworthy and 
reliable. Being trustworthy should not be an 
arbitrary activity but rather a habit so that 
you can be relied upon in all instances, big 
or small, convenient or inconvenient, easy 
or difficult.

In colloquial terms, we often hear “I’ve 
got your back,” implying, in the most literal 
sense, that people cannot see what is behind 
them so they need to rely on their friends to 
cover that angle, just in case a threat occurs 
from the back. Just imagine what it would 
be like if  a friend were climbing a tree and 
was heading out onto a very thin branch to 
get a kite that got stuck there. She asks you 
if  you “have her back.” In this instance, she 
is relying on you entirely to hold on to her in 
case the branch breaks. There is no room for 
joking around or for being distracted: your 
friend is trusting you with her life.

When we say Allah is the Most 
Trustworthy, we are coming to terms with 
the fact that Allah Most High will never let 
us down, will never leave our side. He, Most 
High, says about someone who willingly 
accepts Islam,

[Let there be no compulsion in religion: 
Truth stands out clear from error: whoever 
rejects evil and believes in Allah hath grasped 
the most trustworthy hand-hold, that never 
breaks. And Allah Heareth and Knoweth all 
things.] (Al-Baqarah 2:256)

Indeed, the prophets of  Allah were 
all trustworthy people and Allah attested 
to the trustworthiness of  those who were 
doubted by their communities. Prophet 
Hud, appealing to his community, declared 
to them,

[I but fulfill towards you the duties of  
my Lord’s mission: I am to you a sincere and 
trustworthy adviser.] (Al-A`raf  7:68)

Practice daily developing the habit of  
being trustworthy. Accept responsibility and 
then fulfill it. When others trust you, do not 
betray their trust.

You can read in the beautiful biography 
of  our Prophet Muhammad (peace and 
blessings be upon him) how people used to 
entrust him with their valuables, knowing 
that upon their return they would find their 
valuables safe and unharmed. His personal 
and business practices were commendable 
to the degree that he was known for it in his 
community, even before he became aware 
that he was the Prophet of  Allah, literally 
one who is most truthful and trustworthy.

Have Self-Restraint and Be 
Allah-Conscious

Perhaps the most difficult challenge 
while navigating adolescence is to restrain 
oneself  from falling victim to one’s desires 
— especially one’s lower desires.

Our success in life depends to a great 
extent on how well we are able to restrain 
ourselves and to be moderate in what is 
permissible, as well as how capable we 
are of  distancing ourselves from what is 

impermissible.
Why is self-restraint so critical? Satan’s 

goal is to make you a slave of  your desires to 
the extent that you eat until you are actually 
uncomfortable; that you consume without 
restraint beverages made of  caffeine, sugar, 
and artificial flavors; that you find yourself  
longing for sleep more than prayer; and that 
you yearn to satisfy your sexual desires. 
Developing self-restraint as a habit entails 
making self-restraint your second nature — 
something which is done almost without 
thought, without too much effort. We are 
reminded by Allah Most High,

[And no one will be granted such goodness 
except those who exercise patience and self-
restraint, — none but persons of  the greatest 
good fortune.] (Fussilat 41:5)

In seeking to be highly successful 
Muslim youth, that is, youth deserving of  
the greatest fortune, it is imperative that you 
develop self-restraint.

An interesting parallel is that, 
throughout his Qur’an translation, the late 
Abdullah Yusuf  Ali translates taqwa as self-
restraint. While taqwa is most commonly 
translated as “God-consciousness,” one 
realizes without much effort that the 
height of  self-restraint is full and complete 
understanding that one is indeed conscious 
of  one’s duty to one’s Lord. How awesome 
will it be if  you can look back at your life and 
say to yourself, all praise is due to Allah that 
I did not succumb to my lower desires and 
instead exercised self-restraint consistently!

Be Thorough
Look around your room. How many 

unfinished projects do you have? When you 
work on homework, are you likely to rush 
through the assignment just so you can be 
done with it or are you more likely to take 
your time, to check your work, and most 
importantly, to be thorough?

Often teachers will grade a report based 
on how well and to what extent the student 
covered the topic at hand. Being thorough 
is not a habit that is developed overnight. 
The opposite of  being thorough is being 
incomplete, being rushed, and working in 
haste without any regard for accuracy or 
quality. The most perfect is Allah Most High, 
Who perfected creation, Who perfected 
our religion, and Who guided His Prophet 
Muhammad (peace and blessings be upon 
him) to be the most perfect among humans 
in behavior and in character.

We read in the Muwatta of  Imam 
Malik “Yahya related to me from Malik that 
he had heard that the Messenger of  Allah, 
may Allah bless him and grant him peace, 
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said, ‘I was sent to perfect good character’” 
(Book #47, Hadith #47.1.8).

To be thorough stems from a desire to 
be perfect to the extent that this is humanly 
possible. Seeking perfection in our actions 
and speech from an early age helps us to 
develop a keen eye, not only for thoroughness 
in our own life, but also for thoroughness in 
the lives of  those around us. Being thorough 
in prayer, for example, teaches us to be 
patient and to concentrate upon the words 
we are reciting and the different positions of  
the prayer.

Be Focused
One thousand ideas go through your 

head the moment you stand up for prayer. 
Is that you? Really? What do you make of  
those ideas? Do you process them? What 
about when you are sitting in class? Do you 
find your mind wandering, daydreaming, 
and unable to focus on the lecture at hand? 
Are you likely to use any excuse whatsoever 
to leave what you are doing?

Developing the habit of  being focused 
ensures that you are awake, alert, and totally 
motivated to work on and complete the task 
at hand, whatever it may be. Being distracted 
early on in childhood by video games, fast-
paced imagery, and constantly changing 
scenes on television shows contributes to 
an inability to concentrate, to focus. Among 
the best ways to develop focus is to practice 
praying with deep concentration to the 
extent that you are almost unaware of  your 
surroundings. Allah Most High tells us in 
the Qur’an that the believers are

[those who humble themselves in their 
prayers] (Al-Mu’minun 23:2)

The humility referred to here results 
from total focus and concentration on the 
fact that one is in the presence of  Allah, 
standing before Him, Most High. Do your 
best to develop focus, no matter what 
activity you are engaged in — whether in 
prayer, in academics, in athletics, or some 
other pastime.

Be Punctual
Stop saying over and over again that you 

are late because of  “Muslim standard time,” 
or the “standard time” of  your particular 
ethnicity. The last thing we should attribute 
to Islam is the notion that its teachings 
somehow make us late, slow, slugging, and 
anything but punctual. What a sad state of  
affairs, indeed, that we attribute our own 
weaknesses to our religion or ethnicity!

Highly successful individuals, be they 
Muslim or not, understand and appreciate 

the value of  not only their time but the time 
of  everyone else with whom they interact. 
Keeping people waiting for hours on end is 
neither something to be proud of  nor a habit 
that has a place in the mindset of  a person 
who tries to be successful.

One of  the central pillars of  Islam 
is prayer, and Allah and the Prophet 
Muhammad (peace and blessings be upon 
him) have given us clear reminders that we 
are to establish prayers at their due times.

When `Abdullah (may Allah be 
pleased with him) asked “which deed is the 
dearest to Allah?” the Prophet Muhammad 
(peace and blessings be upon him) replied, 
“To offer the prayers at their early stated 
fixed times” (Sahih Bukhari, Book #10, 
Hadith #505).

If  indeed your day is to be considered 
successful, you must have prayed all the 
obligatory prayers at their established times 
and as many voluntary prayers as possible. 
If  your day is planned around the times of  
prayer, you should not pray exactly at the 
time when you are to pray but then come late 
to all other appointments. Being punctual is 
a habit which, when perfected, demonstrates 
to others the tremendous value that Islam 
places on time — not only ours but that of  
everyone else with whom we interact.

Be Consistent
Apart from all the habits listed above, 

perhaps the one that is sure to help you 
become a highly successful Muslim youth 
is that of  being consistent. One cannot 
be truthful one day and a liar the next; 
one cannot be trustworthy in one instance 
and totally unreliable in the next; and so 
on for each of  the other habits. A Muslim 

understands from an early age that it is 
easier to do something once or whenever we 
feel like it but much harder to do something 
regularly and consistently.

Indeed, the Mother of  the Believers 
`A’ishah (may Allah be pleased with her) 
narrates that “the most beloved action to 
Allah’s Apostle was that which is done 
continuously and regularly” (Sahih Bukhari, 
Book #76, Hadith #469).

Regular and consist actions show that 
a person has thought about it, has intended 
to do it, has planned to do it, and therefore 
does it.

We urge you to be as consistent as 
possible, especially in those areas of  your 
life which need constant improvement, such 
as your prayers, your fasting, your manners, 
your studying habits, etc. Do not say, I 
am going to pray all day every day, or fast 
voluntarily all of  the days of  every month, 
or study all night every night, because such 
actions cannot be humanly sustained over a 
long period of  time. Say on the other hand, I 
am going to be sure to read at least one part 
of  the Qur’an every day, or I will strive to 
help my parents with at least one household 
chore every day, or I will try to study at least 
one new item every week so that I can be 
ahead of  the lesson plan.

Conclusion
Finally, Muslims aspire to develop all 

of  these habits because, in doing so, we draw 
nearer to Allah Most High. If  you are intent 
on being a highly successful Muslim youth, 
then you owe it to yourself  to reflect upon 
your own life and see how many of  these 
habits are already a part of  who you are and 
how many you need to further develop or 
acquire.

We end with a reminder that developing 
these habits will help you to emulate the life 
of  our beloved Prophet Muhammad (peace 
and blessings be upon him). His message and 
his life are summarized well in a narration 
of  `Abdullah ibn `Abbas:

Abu Sufyan told me that Heraclius 
said to him, “When I enquired of  you 
what he (Muhammad) ordered you, you 
replied that he ordered you to establish 
the prayer, to speak the truth, to be chaste, 
to keep promises, and to pay back trusts.” 
Then Heraclius added, “These are really the 
qualities of  a prophet.” (Sahih Al-Bukhari, 
Book #48, Hadith #846)

Strive to develop the seven habits listed 
above and many others from the Islamic 
teachings so that you will be among the 
highly successful Muslim youth.

By  Altaf Husain - Social Worker — 
USA
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The World Memon Organisation, Pakistan Chapter has recently established the 

WMO Education Endowment Fund to facilitate Memon students to pursue higher 

and professional education by availing loans, which are repayable in easy installments 

without any kind of  markup or charges. 

The WMO Education Endowment Fund will help countless students, especially the 

white-collared members of  the Memon community, who cannot afford the high costs 

of  modern day education but at the same time do not qualify for Zakat. The WMO 

Education Endowment Fund is a major step to bring about progress and prosperity in 

the Memon community.  

We humbly request the members of  the World Memon Organisation (WMO), the 

Trustees of  World Memon Organisation Charitable Foundation (WMOCF), our 

valued donors, well-wishers and philanthropists to join us in this noble endeavor to 

bring about an Educational Revolution in the Memon Community by contributing 

generously to the WMO Education Endowment Fund.

May Almighty Allah reward you abundantly in this world and the hereafter. Ameen.

Peer Muhammad Diwan

Gul Muhammad Jan Muhammad

APPEAL FOR DONATION FOR THE 
WMO EDUCATIONAL ENDOWMENT 

FUND

Pir Muhammad A. Kaliya

Shoaib Ismail Mangroria

H. M. Shahzad
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 He was accompanied byMr. Pir 
Muhammad Kaliya –Secretary General 
WMO and Mr. Shoaib Ismail Mongoria 

–Vice President WMO-PC. They were 
received at MITI by Mr. H.M. Shahzad 
–Chairman MITI & Assistant Secretary 

General WMO and Mr. ShahabHasan –
COO MITI.

 Visit of Mr. Abdul SattarPardesi, a businessman 
par excellance, on 13 September 2014

 Mr. Abdul SattarPardesi, a businessman in Dubai,visited MITI on Sep. 13, 2014 (Saturday). He is well known among memon 
community for his regular philanthropic contributions for MITI.His illustrious father, Haji AbubakarQasimPardesiwas among the first 
people who contributed generously in the establishment of  MITI.

He was taken around the Institute 
and shown the facilities provided for 
the students including the classrooms 
and workshops. Hevisited both the 
Male and Female sections and saw the 

students involved in their respective 
studies and engaged in carrying out 
various training activities. He also 
communicated withthe students about 
their learning and training at MITI and 

saw their projects with keen interest. 
He also appreciated the dedication 
and hard work of  class instructors and 
teachers and encouraged them by giving 
exquisite compliments.
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He was so impressed upon his first visit 
that he came again along with his family to 
show them what kind of  work is being done 

by WMO and MITI. They were also highly 
impressed and at the end, they thanked 
Mr. Shahzad for showing them around the 

artistic and result-oriented workshops and 
classrooms and gave noteworthy comments 
in visitors’ book.

Mr. Abdul Sattar also gave good 
remarks for maintaining such high 

standard of discipline and cleanliness 
in MITI and praised the efforts of the 

Staff and management of MITI for 
maintaining such graceful atmosphere.

Below-mentioned comments, written by Mr. Abdul Sattar Pardesi, are a true reflection of  his feelings:

“Alhamdulillah! Mash Allah.Wonderful job.My best wishes and prayers for the whole team of  this institute. 
I am proud that I am here. Salute to the Memon Community.”       
            Abdul SattarPardesi
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Ladies  Wing World Memon 
Organisation organized a 
program on 24th September 

2014, PRIDE OF MEMON ACHIEVERS 
AWARDS, on 201.The idea behind 
organizing this event was to honour, 
Memon Women ,who have achieved 
recognition in various fields.

The program was highly supported 
by  Mr Altaf  Ahmed Vayani,Chairman 
Youth Wing Pakistan Chapters, Sumrin  
Kalia and Sadia Umar .

The program started with Tilawat-
e-Quran by member Ladies Wing, Mrs 
Abida Punjwani. The opening speech 
was given by Vice Chairperson Ladies  

Wing ,Miss Aisha Anwar. The Program 
was hosted by Sumrin Imran.

The Chief  Guest of  the occasion 
was Bilquis Edhi.

The awards were given in three 
categories, namely Recognition, Tributes 
and Achievers. The award winners  of  
different categories are as follows.

Hajiani Khadija, Marium Faruqi, 
SherBano Katchi, Laila Shahzada, 
Aamena Ghani, Bilquis Bano Edhi, 
Tabassum A Qadir, Dr. Zaitun Shah 
Matcheswala, Mariam Issa, Sabina 
Khatri, Mariam Saeedullah Khan, Sidra 
Iqbal, Shireen Anwar, Rabia Garib,  Tara 
Uzra Dawood, Dr. Farzana Poonawala, 
Kulsoom Rafiq, Sherbano Karim, 
Farhat Rasheed, Hafiza Javeria Saleem, 
Munzalin Munaf, Farzana Munaf, 
Abida Memon, Zarina Fazal,  Dr. Lubna 
Kamani, Mariam Arif, Farida Ghaffar,  
Naqsh Hamdani,  Midra Hamdani, 
Farseen Hamdani. In the end vote of  
thanks was given by Mrs  Hameeda 
Iqbal. The program ended on hi-tea & 
networking.

The Program was greatly appreciated 
by the audience.

Pride of  Memon Achievers Awards
From left to right Hawa Abdullah, Bilquis Tabani, Aisha Anwar, Abida Dada, Hameda Bawani, Abida Panjwani  

Amina Ghani
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Gondal Memon Association Youth 
Wing has been established with a vision of  
quality improvement and bringing about 
positive change in community by driving its 
role as catalyst for change.  Since its inception, 
it has been contributing towards the quality 
improvement of  Youth in different sectors 
(Youth Empowerment, Leadership Skills, 
and Jobs Opportunities etc.)

Gondal Memon Association Youth 
Wing arranged a one day training program 
named “AKS – Reflection of  life” for youth 
of  ages 15 to 22 of  both gender male and 
female. The program`s aim was to provide 
opportunities to participants to explore 
their selves, build confidence, improve 
their effective communication skills, 
self  actualization and self  management, 
career counseling and exploring the world 
for entrepreneurship through interactive 
sessions, meeting successful leaders and 
performing outdoor activities. 

The program held on 14th of  September 
2014 at Amin Kothawala Auditorium, All 
Pakistan Memon Federation Karachi The 
number of  audience was 230. As its clear 
from the name of  our event that theme for 
the event was “The Reflection of  Life”.

The list of  Trainers and for the event is 

as follows:
•	 Mr.	 Muhammad	 Amir	 (Program	

Officer, Habib University Foundation 
(H.U.F.), Team iLEAD)

•	 Hammad	 Riaz	 (Intern	 in	 SOL,	
Youngest Trainer in Karachi conducted 50+ 
Corporate and Training sessions)

•	 Ms.Rafia	 Naz	 (Memon	 Institute	
Of Teachers’ Training)

•	 Professor	 Dr.	 Atta-ur-Rehman	
(Professor at H.E.J. Research Institute of  
Chemistry at Karachi University)

The participants were divided into 10 
groups of  23 participants each. There were 
total 12 Youth Facilitators (YFs) to manage 
the participant and control the proceedings 
and 5 Management team members to 
manage the event and other stuff. 

The Event started with Qira’at, Naat 
recitation and National Anthem. The 
Opening speech was delivered by Mr. 
Muhammad Shoaib Ghaziani (Senior Vice 
President Gondal Memon Association) and 
welcome speech by Mr. Muhammad Ayub 
Ghaziani (Chairman Youth Wing Gondal 
Memon Association).

Sports is always a healthy activity to 
start a good day long. The event  started with 
a boost of  fun and learning sports activity by 
the Team iLead under the supervision of  Mr. 
Amir and Mr. Noor-ud-din Merchant. The 
Youth Facilitators were there to lead their 
groups to the activity planed by iLEAD. The 

YLEAD
AKS - The Reflection of Life

Organized by Youth Wing Gondal Memon Association

Mr. Muhammad Ayub Ghaziani 
presenting Shield to Dr. Atta-ur-

Rehman
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activity was based on team work, leadership 
skills and lots of  fun with learning.

After this session there were 
refreshments for the participants to 
relax their muscles and mind and to get 
themselves charged for the next session by 
Ms. Rafia Naz. Ms.Rafia Naz conducted the 
session onwards on Multiple Intelligence for 
two hours which was very beneficial and 
fruitful for the participants. The next Trainer 
was Mr. Hammad Riaz who conducted 
an energetic session on Leadership and 
self  realization with lots of  energizers and 
boosters forwarded by Lunch.

Then there was Prof. Dr. Atta-ur-
Rahman known for his contributions in 
Chemistry to the Nation. Prof. Dr. Atta-
ur-Rahman professor at H.E.J. Research 
Institute of  Chemistry at Karachi University 
and the pride of  nation holding numbers of  
awards and known internationally for his 
contributions, conducted the session on “The 
Exciting World of  Discovery” in which he 
drove the participants to the exciting world 
of  future science and discoveries. He gave 
the speech which was the main part of  this 
motivational session because his speech not 
only motivated the participants but let them 

know the possibilities in future. participants 
by Prof. Dr. Atta-ur-Rahman which was a 
moment of  pride for every participant to 
be certified through him. Gondal Memon 
Association Youth Wing.

continue organizing such events for 
their youth for the betterment of  their 
future. It will help our youth in selecting 
their fields/ professions etc. they plan to will 
conduct more and more sessions because 
through their sessions the will motivate their 
youth to become optimists, to be aware of  
their own abilities, capabilities and skills and 
serve their nation and country. 

Mr. Shoaib Ghaziani Ms. Raffia Naz Mr. Ayub Shahid Ghaziani
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Memon Professional Forum (MPF), which came in to existence in January 1985, Memon 
Professional Forum (MPF), is a prestigious body of  professionals belonging to the Memon 
Community. MPF is a Forum of  Memon Professionals from different disciplines for Promoting 
Professional Entrepreneurship, Leadership, Self  development, Networking, Knowledge 
dissemination for its members, Promoting higher Professional education, Mentoring for new entry 
level and facilitate Community in sustainable development.Today the Forum Membership comprises 
over Nine Hundred and Sixty Four professionals from various disciplines. The membership cover 
the entire spectrum, from senior professional occupying eminent position in their respective fields 
in Pakistan and abroad to young professionals who are in the early stages of  their carrier. This 
gives MPF the Potential for becoming a very strong and representative institution for the Memon 
Community.The MPF was formed to foster Networking amongst members of  various discipline 
such as Doctors, Engineers, Architects, Accountants, Lawyers, MBA’s, Tax Practitioners and any 
other recognized professional body. The objective of  the Forum are comprehensively, spelt out in 
the Memorandum of  Association.
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Kings Group is a conglomerate 
of  five companies under the 
leadership of  Mr. Abdul Aziz 

Memon, Chairman and Mr. Muhammad 
Munir Memon, Managing Director. The first 
company, Kings Apparel Industries (Pvt.) 
Ltd. was incorporated in 1988. It was soon 
followed by Kings Textile Industries Ltd., 
Ace Travels (Pvt.) Ltd., Kings Clothing (A 
franchise of  United Colors of  Benetton) and 
Grand Builders and Developers.

Kings Group is one of  the leading 
Manufacturing & Exporting Group 
of  Pakistan with a work force of  over 
5000 people including 150 hard-core 
professionals. The group expects a total 
turnover of  approximately US $ 35 million 
during the current fiscal year, more than 

fifty per cent of  which will be contributed by 
the export of  knitwear to the European and 
American Markets. The core company of  
the Group namely Kings Apparel Industries 
(Pvt.) Limited, has been awarded Six “Best 
Export Performance Trophies” and Five 
“Special Merit Trophies” by the Federation 
of  Pakistan Chambers of  Commerce and 
Industry for the last eleven years successively 
for highest export in the category of  knitted 
garments.

The headquarters of  the Group is 
located in a newly constructed purpose built 
building having a covered area of  11,700 sq. 
ft. on a plot of  2200 yard in the posh locality 
of  Clifton, at 91, Shahrah-e-Iran, Clifton, 
Karachi. The office is equipped with most 
modern communication facilities to cater to 

the needs of  our valued clients in a prompt 
and efficient manner.

Kings Apparel Industries and Kings 
Textile Industries form a composite knitwear 
industry spread over 6 acres with a covered 
area of  250,000 sq. ft. It is equipped with 
30 circular knitting machines, a dye-
house with a capacity of  dyeing 14 tons of  
fabric per day having state-of-the-art Open 
Width Santex Finishing System having a 
Santa Cut, Double Pad, Santa Shrink and 
Santa Compact with Wiko machine and a 
Tubetex Compactor for tubular fabric. It has 
eleven stitching units having 1100 stitching 
machine of  best brand names. Today it has 
a product range of  export quality knit fabric, 
knitted casuals, sportswear for men, women, 
children, and infants.

International Service Award from Rotary International President Ron Burton

Mr. Abdul Aziz Memon, 
Chairman Kings Group

Aziz Memon, receiving International Service Award from Rotary International President Ron Burton, Rotary 
International Trustee Sam Owori & Trustee Jackson are also seen in the picture, Taipei
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This story, as is only to be 
expected, has been embellished 
in the course of  many retellings, 

and in certain versions involves miracles and 
strange and wonderful happenings. Consider 
the version presented in the Gazetteer of  
Bombay Presidency, Volume XI, Part II: 
Gujarat Population: Musalmans and Parsis, 
published in 1899:

Maulana Abdul Kadir Muhi-yud-din 
Gilani, the Saint of  Saints, died at Baghdad 
in A.D. 1165 (H.561). On his deathbed he 
ordered one of  his sons, Taj-ud-din, to settle 
in India and display to its people the light of  
Islam. In A.D. 1421 (H.838) Sayad Eusuf-
ud-din Kadri, fifth in descent from Taj-ud-
din, in a miraculous dream was ordered to 
set sail for Sindh and guideits people into 
the right way of  Islam. When Sayad Eusuf-
ud-din reached Sindh, its capital was Nagar-
Thatta and its ruler was a chief  of  the Samma 
dynasty (A.D. 1351-1521) with the title of  
Markab Khan who received Sayad Eusuf-
ud-din with honour and treated him as his 
guest. At this time Ma’nekji, the headof  the 
eighty-four nukhs or divisions of  the Lohana 
community was in favour at the court of  
Markab Khan. Markab Khan became a 
follower of  the Sayad and Ma’nekji with two 
of  his three sons and 700 Lohana families 
followedtheir ruler’s example. Of  the two 
sons of  Ma’nekji who became converts, Ravji 
ws called Ahmed and Ravji’s sons, Sundarji 
and Hansraj, were named Adam and Taj 
Muhammad. Ontheir conversion, the saint 
changed the name of  the community from 
Mota and Lohana to Mu’amin or Believers 
and investing Adam with a dress of  honour, 

appointed him hereditary head of  the two 
new community with his seat at Wara near 
Thatta..

We have said most Memons believe 
this story. They do. It is even retold in 
souvenirs published when Memons have 
their gatherings and meetings, as for instance 
in the All India Cutchi Memons Federation, 
Special Number, published in 1983, where 
Abdul Qadir Moosa Dadani uses the 
conversion story as told above to provide 
what he called “A Glimpse into the Past”.

Bombay Gazzatter Story True
But is this glimpse accurate / The 

answer to that is while the great majority 
of  Memons believe in it there is now a band 
of  so-called historians and intellectuals who 
have grave doubts that the story of  the Pir 
and his conversion of  seven hundred Lohana 
families has any historical validity.

 Their doubts centre on the source of  
the story. The Gazetteer had used an Urdu 
booklet published in 1873 by one Sayad 
Amir-ud-din Nuzhat. The Gazetteer called 
it Nuzhat-ul-Akbar, as we shall see this 
booklet also goes by another name, and 
thisis perhaps the most controversial book 
ever written about the Memons. Not much 
is known about Nuzhat, not even whether 
he was a Memon. His story of  the Memon 
conversion reads like a great discovery, 
having something of  the fairy tale about it.

As he narrates in the booklet, he is 
wandering about the streets of  Bombay 
searching for livelihood and notices various 
Muslim castes, Koknis, Memons, Cutchis, 
Khojas, Bohras and Mughals etc. Amongst 

them he finds that Memons are wealthy, 
spread in many lands and flourishing. He 
wants to find out how they became Muslims. 
He eventually comes to the conclusion that 
they must have been converted by some holy 
man. Then one day a “gentleman” tells him 
about Pir Buzurg Ali of  Mundra in Kachh. 
He visits him and finds him living in object 
poverty. He reluctantly drawns the story of  
the conversion from him and publishers it 
in a booklet. The story gains currency and 
Memons begin to give money to the Pir. 
The community appears to have solved the 
mystery of  how they were converted.

However the skeptics who doubt this 
story, point to the fact that there are many 
inconsistencies in the story as given by Amir-
ud-din Nuzhat. For a start, history does not 
have any record of  an individual by the name 
of  Markab Khan as having ruled any part of  
Sindh. There are also other errors. Nuzhat 
got some dates wrong in his conversion story. 
He says his story of  the Memon conversion 
is supported by a Ikarnama (agreement) 
which the Memons of  Nagar-Thatta were 
supposed to have entered into when they 
were willingly bound not only themselves 
but their sons, grandsons, great-grandsons 
and all their descendants to maintain the 
family of  the Pir and his descendants.

However one Memon researcher 
skeptical of  the story, abdul Rahman Asir, 
in his book, Memon Qaum ni Utpatti (The 
Origins of  the Memon Communtiy), has 
suggested that atleast some of  those who 
signed this agreement were not Memons 
and one of  the signatures appears to be that 
of  a man, another saint, who died more 

Bombay 
Gazzatter 

Story

(Extracts from “The Memons” By Mahir Bose)
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than fifty years before Sayad Eusuf-ud-din 
arrived in Sindh. It would be a remarkable 
case of  posthumous effort for a man to sign 
a document so long after his death. Some 
Memon skeptics have also picked up such 
trifling points as the fact that while Nuzhat’s 
booklet talks of  Nagar-Thatta, the name 
of  the place when Eusuf-ud-din came was 
Thatta, the prefix Nagar, which means 
town, was not added until some time after. 
There is also doubt whether Eusuf-ud-din 
did indeed belong to the Gilani family.

All these alleged historical defects 
have made some modern-day Memon 
writers pour much derision and scorn on the 
claims of  Nuzhat. Ali Mohammad Naz, a 
prominent Memon of  Bombay, was in no 
doubt that this entire story of  conversion 
was a fiction and fabricated. He argued that 
Nuzhat was a fraud who had spread the 
story for self-gain. But it is not that easy to 
write off  Nuzhat’s story as rubbish.

 So did the Memons get converted by 
Pir Eusuf-ud-din or not ? The answer is that 
some of  them probably did, if  not by a Pir 
called Eusuf-ud-din, then by some other Pir. 
However that is not the whole story as I will 
explain.

I do agree with Naz that Nuzhat’s 
that claim seven hundred families were 
converted may be doubtful. But Naz’s 
reason for doubting sounds strange. He 
argues that if  seven hundred families of  
Lohana were converted 
would not some historian 
have mentioned it ? 
It would be an event, 
says Naz, “of  historical 
importance and the 
historians of  Sindh must 
have taken note of  this in 
their books. Even Alisher 
Kaane, the author of  
Tohfatul Kiram who 
was a resident of  Nagar-
Thatta has not made any 
mention of  this even in 
his book of  the history of  
Sindh. It means no such 
event has taken place at 
Nagar-Thatta”.

The fact that an 
event is not recorded 
in a particular history 
book does not mean it 
did not take place. If  one 
takes such a didactic, 
not to say peculiar, 
view of  history then a 
great deal of  our history 
would have been thrown 
away. In any case why 
should the conversion of  
seven hundred Lohana 

families be newsworthy ? Historians record 
events that are considered important. Were 
the Lohanas important ? No. They were 
a Hindu caste of  traders, who neither had 
power nor great wealth.

Five hundred years ago, long before 
modern mass media, such events were not 
recorded. What happened was they passed 
into folklore. Word of  mouth spread the 
story and we know from our experience 
when we hear a story from someone who, 
in turn, has heard it from someone else, that 
there is always an element of  exaggeration. 
Probably the Thatta conversion story was 
embellished: may be seventy, not seven 
hundred families were converted and they 
in the course of  retelling became seven 
hundred. But more likely than not there was 
an inner core of  truth from which the story 
first emerged. There is one other source 
which suggests Nuzhat was not entirely 
wrong. This is Richard Burton, who in his 
History of  Sindh refers to a Pir Rashid who 
was a notable Sufi and founder of  two Sufi 
houses in Sindh. This what Burton had to 
say:had to say:

The term “Meman”, a corruption 
of  the Arabic word, “Mumin” ( a true 
believer), was probably given to the people 
that go by the name now, when they are 
converted from Hindusm to Islam. The 
word in its fullest significance is applied 
to two distinct races of  people: in the first 

place to the Khwajeh tribe and secondly, the 
Meman Sayyat (i.e. green, from the Sindhi, 
Sawo or Achhra, white) who are followers 
of  Abu Hanifeh. Many Memans are found 
settled in Sind, especially about Hyderabad, 
Sehwan and Kurrachee. Cutch is probably 
their original country, a large number of  
them are still found there. In our province 
they are employed chiefly in agriculture and 
breeding camels. Their dress is that of  the 
common Sindhi, except that they frequently 
shave the head, especially when old and 
wear turban, sometimes though rarely, they 
adapt the peculiar Sindhi hat. They

have produced many very learned 
men and have done much to introduce the 
religious science into this country.

What makes Burton very interesting is 
he wrote the book in 1851, twenty-two years 
before Nuzhat’s booklet. So Burton could 
not have been influenced by the booklet as 
the compilers of  the Gazetteers undoubtedly 
were. Despite this, Burton mentions a Pir 
and his story of  conversion has a similar 
ring to that given twenty-two years later 
by Nuzhat, albeit Burton does not have 
Nuzhat’s details.

Memon writers unwilling to accept the 
story of  seven hundred Lohana families are 
keen to advance a variety of  other versions.

Source:1-Memon-World.net
 www.memon-world.net
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QUAID-E-AZAM – 1938
 “I am glad to see that business community 

like Memons is taking keen interest in the 
politics. This step of the Memons is taking keen 
interest in the politics. This step of the Memons 
prove that the Muslim League is quite justified 
in its policies.  

Calcutta, 1938.

QUAID-E-AZAM– 1946
“I know that Memons are a business 

community. Such a calculative community 
has really provided encouragement by giving 
support to the Pakistan Resolution in such 
emotional words”.

Karachi, 1946.

DR. RAJENDRA PRASAD
“Knowing as I do the way in which you 

go about this business of  relief, I expected 
nothing less and I am glad that Quetta 
sufferers had the advantages of  services of  
the Memon Relief  Society. I hope, should 
unfortunately any natural calamity visit any 
other part of  India the Society will ever be 
ready with funds which are so generously 
subscribed by the members of  the Memon 
Community and others, literally rush, if  not 
fly, to the rescue of  the sufferers”.

Wardha, 1935.

MARQUESS OF INLITHGOW
PRIVATE SECRETARY TO 
THE VICEROY

“On behalf  of  His Excellency, I am 
directed to convey his sincere gratitude on 
the excellent work done by your (Memon 
Releif) Society in aid of  victims of  the 
Quetta Earthquake. The Society’s work was 
brought to the notice of  His Excellency when 
he visited Karachi, and he feels pleased that 
he has had the opportunity of  thanking our 
workers in person”.

New Delhi, 1935.

MAULANA SHABBIR 
AHMED USMANI

“You will not find a single place in this 
whole sub-continent where the Memons had 
gone for business and had not constructed at 
least a masjid”.

KHAWAJA NAZIMUDDIN
“This Memon Community is well-known 

in the business field for its pioneering spirit. 
After the Partition of the sub-continent, when 
the trade and commerce were completely 
stopped, the Memon Community played a very 
important role in reviving them. The Memon 
Community is also equally well-known for 
donating generously towards religious and 
charitable works”.

Karachi, 1949.

GENERAL ZIA-UL-HAQ
“The history of  Paksitan and the 

history of  the Memon Biradari go together. 
The history of  the progress of  Pakistan is 
the history of  the Memon Biradari, and 
the history of  the progress of  the Memon 
Biradari is the history of  Pakistan”.

Karachi: 1983

PRINCE CHARLES
THE PRINCE OF WALES

It gives me immense pleasure to send 
the Board of  Trustees and the National 
Council of  the Memon Association UK, as 
well as the British and world-wide Memon 
community, my very best wishes on the 
occasion of  the opening of  the Memon 
Centre in South West London.

I am sure that the culture of industry 
and enterprise, mutual help and community 
service that are the hallmarks of the Memon 
community will provide an example and an 
inspiration to the other communities that make 
up our multicultural and multi-faith society.  

January, 2001

MR. TONY BLAIR
BRITISH PRIME MINISTER

 It gives me great pleasure to send 
my best wishes for official opening of  the 
Memon Center. Although unfortunately, I 
cannot attend the official opening due to prior 
commitments. I would like to congratulate 
you on all that you have achieved since you 
purchased the site nearly 15 years ago. The 
fact that the Center has been built entirely 
from donations and interest-free loans is a 

great tribute to the energy and vision of  the 
Memon community.

The Center will provide sports and 
social facilities, particularly for women and 
young people. The fact that the Center will 
be open to all communities will strengthen 
links between people with diverse faiths and 
experiences.

This Government is delighted that the 
Memon community has taken such an active 
role in public life. We share many common 
values – a belief in opportunity and enterprise, 
reward for hard work, tolerance and community. 
We share a real passion for education and a 
belief in the importance of family.

I believe that all of the faith communities 
play a key role in building a strong society. Your 
contribution is greatly appreciated and I look 
forward to helping build on this in the future.

February 2001

MR. WILLIAM HAGUE
LEADER OF THE 
OPPOSITION – BRITISH

I am delighted to offer my support and 
best wishes to the Memon community on the 
special occasion of  the official inauguration 
ceremony of  the Memon Centre in Balham.

The construction of the Memon Centre is 
a fantastic achievement and everyone involved 
with this project deserves praise and credit. 
I would like to pay special tribute to Iqbal 
Sacraine, Chairman of the Board of Trustees of  
the Memon Association for his continued work 
for the Muslim community in the U.K.

Nobody should be in any doubt as 
to the outstanding contribution that the 
Memon community make to the strength, 
prosperity and success of  our country. And I 
want to strees our country because I believe 
passionately that the United Kingdom 
belongs to all of  us, whatever our religious 
beliefs or our ethnic background. As far as 
I’m concerned, Muslim, Christian, Hindu, 
Sikh, Jewish, White, Black or Asian, we are 
all British as each other.

The Memon community has a 
significant role to play in all areas of  
mainstream life, not least because Islam, 
while proud of  its own traditions, holds 
values that I believe are common to us all.

January 2001

TRIBUTES
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Mrs. Muneera Adil an 
outstanding Memon 
professional from Karachi, 

She is a Freelance Writer by profession and 
has a passion for giving awareness about 
different issues through her pen.

Muneera has two kids, her husband, 
Mr. Muhammad Adil, is a business man in 
Karachi, 

She is a role model for all Women 
working from home. Besides writing  and 
teaching online, she is a Home maker, 
Cooking Expert and doing some other 
activities  from home 

She has over fifteen years’ of  experience 
in Freelance writing and has written 
for different National and International 
Newspapers, Magazines and Digests.

Muneera’s dream is to utilize her 
writing skills for the betterment of  society 
and by raising  issues of  Women , Youth and 
children. She was selected from Pakistan 
for Writing  about Pakistani Weddings in 
a  European Union’s Internet Newspaper 
Yahday.com. She has written many Articles, 
Reviews, Recipies, Surveys, Features, 
Interviews and stories which have been 
published in Dawn, Jang, Express, Yahday.

com, The Dutchman (Online Magazine  
From Canada), Dalda Ka Dastarkhuwan , 
Fashion mag , Inspiration  and many more, 
She has also written a TV drama serial.  

She has won many prizes in different All 
Pakistan and All Karachi Competitions by 
different brands and TV and Radio Channels .

Recently she was awarded “Pride of  
Performance” from Women Writer`s Forum. 
Kutchi Memon Ladies Wing also presetnted  
Recognition Award on her achievements.

May Allah SWT bless this Illuminating 
star of Memon Community with more  
Success.

Muneera Adil’s Profile-2014



 FOOD FOR THOUGHT

Act on timely manner. Delayed action / 

decisions can cost heavily.

Better Management results in greater 

success.

Controls must be in place in all segment 

of  business.

Define authorities and responsibilities of  

each employee for better performance.

Employees are assets for the organization. 

Treat and guide them well to help them 

perform better.

Financial controls are must for any 

successful business.

Gaining customers’ confidence and 

loyalty helps faster growth.

Honest approach is always rewarding.

Implement well defined procedures and 

policies.

Jumping on conclusions are not advisable 

without proper analysis.

Keep gaining market share year after 

year.

Luck must favour you.

Monitor performance and activities of  

each department closely.

Net profit growth is more important 

than simply sales growth.

Operating cost must be kept under 

control.

Performance review of  each employee 

from time to time helps.

Quarterly detailed review of  performance 

of  each division is recommended.

Reliability ensures repeat orders.

Serve Customers in best possible manners.

Train Employees to achieve desired 

results and faster growth.

Unrealistic goals should be avoided.

Variety of  Products and Services are 

preferred rather than depending on one 

Product or Service.

Win-win approach is most rewarding in 

long term.

Xpertise (Expertise) in all segment of  

Management helps manage business in 

most efficient manner.

You must spend 10 minutes every day to 

think what you could have done better.

Zonal Chiefs must be responsible for 

achieving well defined sales and 

profitability targets for each Zone.

AtoZ
Guidance for Success

in
Business / Management

By: M. Farooq Ahmed

ABOUT THE WRITER

M. Farooq Ahmed has decades of  experience and expertise in various fields including 

Banking, Finance, Sales and Marketing Management and General Management. He has 

served large U.S. Corporations in various positions for more than two decades including 

Financial Manager, Operations Manager, Divisional Manager, Area Manager and Director 

– Middle East. He has received number of  Awards for his achievements. He is now Group 

Chairman of  family businesses.

Note from the editor:- The author`s belief  is that this article can help people greatly 
in managing or running any business successfully. but these tips are excellent to manage a 
successful life.

LEARN ABOVE A TO Z FORMULA AND SKY WILL BE LIMIT
FOR YOUR SUCCESS IN THE BUSINESS / MANAGEMENT
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MEIYO BOEKI SHOKAI
PROPALACE AZUCHIMACHI BLDG. 2F  
1-619 AZUCHI MACHI CHUO-KU OSAKA (JAPAN)

MAILING ADDRESS
HIGASHI P.O. BOX NO. 163, OSAKA (JAPAN)

PHONE: (06) 6264-0190
FAX: (06) 6264-0147

E-MAIL: meiyo@warp.or.jp
E-MAIL: yusufjapanwala@hotmail.com

PRESIDENT: YUSUF M. BHADELIA

Exporters of all kinds of Yarns, Textiles new 
and second hand reconditioned machineries 
second hand reconditioned Cars, Used Tyres 

Used Motor Cycles and Buses

Only officially registered recognized 
Memon company in Japan since 1955
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